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Abstract: This article aims to clarify briefly that music might be the reason 

behind our ability to understand a song foreign lyrics. 

Article: 

Some people enjoy listening to foreign music that they do not understand its 

lyrics, because they in fact somehow by their deep minds understand it exactly as 

they understand it by their upper mind,i.e normal understand , fully 

understanding and then enjoy it, the mind by its deep strength can understand 

the meaning by sensing what is the person or singer really speaking about or what 

does he mean , I notice some parts of the foreign songs I hear are the most 

enjoyable and it appears to be that kinds of very meaningful words when they are 

translated, these parts might be words , phrases or a full sentence, hence my idea 

is not that simple explanation of ( understanding by one's heart) 

Most people are embarrassed to listen to foreign songs they don't understand , 

the rest prefer to listen to songs of their own culture, hence my idea is not that 

simple explanation of ((understanding by one's heart but other people do not 

have this capability) 

A person might enjoy the song even if without focusing on the meaning , and in 

the case of foreign songs , the same applies , i.e focusing in words we hear their 

existence without understanding them is more enjoyable than in the case of not 

concentrating on the same unknown-in-meaning exists-in-pronunciation words. 

Listening to foreign songs might be more enjoyable for: 

1) words are deeply understood. 

2) words and music are both understood deeply the same way. 

I think the reason behind this deep understand is music , whether plain music or 



sung words. Music can be understood deeply , when combined with words the 

song is understood as a whole. 


